Triggering Employee Motivation in Adverse Organizational Contexts: “Going the Extra Mile” while Holding Hands with Uncertainty?
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Abstract

Current Economic and Market Crisis have launched the debate concerning the role of the Human Resources (HR) in organizations. The up to this point strategic discourse concerning this management area seems to be in discussion, mainly due to the need of consistency between cost-cutting organizational strategies and a high pressure for Sustainable HR Management (HRM) practices. The ability of organizations to manage their HR indicators to deliver strategic differentiation is a critical concern of Sustainability in HR. Employee motivation is a core performance indicator in HRM, due to the strong association with productivity, absenteeism or turnover.

An issue deserving consideration is to understand how practitioners may motivate employees in current adverse economic contexts, as the existing knowledge surrounding employee motivation was fundamentally based on growing-based economic scenarios. The main objective of the present study is thus, to explore an answer to the question: how to predict employee motivation in organizations embedded in adverse contexts?

One hundred and ten employees from fifteen stores of an organization from a sector of a clothing brand consists the sample of our study. Participants voluntarily answered to a survey questionnaire that contained measures of the study variables. The hypotheses were tested using linear regression methodology.

Empirical evidences showed that the quality of the organization-employee relation seems to be more important than the quality of the job-employee relation to explain employee’s motivation. In addition, results suggest that when the workers recognize fairness in the organization’s procedures, they feel stronger support from the organization and this has the ability to motivate them.

The importance and significance of these results are discussed at theoretical and empirical levels, and we advance a set of recommendations to HR practitioners, in order to apply good employee’s motivation practices.
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1. Introduction

When business and organizations are in discussion, it’s easy to understand that there exists a wide amount of indicators that can significantly affect organizational performance. This assumption is mostly due to the advancements made in the last three decades, which are globally related to: (1) research developments; (2) economic characteristics and the ways how organizations are pressured to work in competitive business contexts.

Regarding the research developments, numerous scientific disciplines have made knowledge advancements regarding diversified matters of organizations’ strategic management. Broadly, the subjects in discussion were related with the way how organizations deal with the internal and external consequences of competitive market dynamics, and manage them in an effective manner (Boselie, Dietz & Boon, 2005). As such, based on this perspective, several specific aspects of strategic management have been largely discussed in research forums, such as:
developing organizational outcomes (e.g. effectiveness); managing financial performance (e.g. value contribution); human resource management (e.g. employee training, employee recruitment and selection) (e.g. Barber, 1998; Gomes & Neves, 2011). As research that investigates business and management never has fitted into a single discipline, the diversification of scientific fields concerning the strategic management issues is currently a quite wide issue (e.g. organizational psychology; communication management; marketing management).

An interesting way of categorizing all these research advancements and the nature of contributions to organizational management, is through the criteria of the levels of analysis. If following the organizational level of analysis, the issues under consideration are mostly related with organizational strategy and policies that can affect quality, production or efficacy indicators (eg.: Hyvonen, 2007). When following a group level of analysis, the focus is directed to group efficiency processes and contexts that affect, for instance, productivity indicators (eg.: Kerr & Tindale, 2004). Lastly, if following an individual level of analysis, the worker is the focus of attention, and the indicators under scrutiny are deeply related to organizational climate perceptions that relate to organizational dynamics, such as job satisfaction, justice perception or employee motivation (eg.: Rotenberg & Moberg, 2007).

Regarding the economic characteristics and the ways how organizations are pressured to work in competitive business contexts, during the last three decades, we have witnessed global economic developments that had the power to affect market dynamics in a very significant way (Boselie, Dietz & Boon, 2005). Some of the most strongly representative features of these global economies relate with the high levels of competitiveness, the pressure for innovation or change, and more recently, the adversity of these characteristics when the European economic crisis came. It’s in this particular adverse context that organizations are faced with the “survival rule”: applying effective ways to distinguish from competing organizations, and manage all resources strategically and sustainably.

The employee is obviously not excluded from the “survival rule”, as all business and management strategies depend, at least in minimal degree, on the employees, bringing light to the importance of the human resources in organizations. The key issue here is that, Human Resource Management (HRM) is consensually considered to be a management area able to bring strategic contributions to organizations (ex.: Baron & Armstrong, 2007; Friedman, 2007). In part, this consensus was built with inputs from other research fields to Human Resources Management’s Theory, such as organizational psychology, which mainly follows an individual level of analysis. As such, it is quite pertinent to consider HRM’s specific contributions in the “survival rule” brought by competitive economies, and enlarged by current adverse business contexts. As the ongoing context is uncertain in terms of prospects of rapid resolution, it’s very important to question the relation between the employee and the organization in such conditions.

One of the main indicators that relate with competitiveness is employee motivation, due to its association with issues such as productivity and performance (eg.: Katzell & Thompson, 1990; Lewis, Goodman & Fandt 1995; Sharbrough, 2006; Simms, 2007). It becomes crucial and with esteemed added-value, to understand how can entrepreneurs motivate employees, while facing with the strong uncertainty of current adverse business contexts. The issue deserves an additional consideration, in a time when organizations are pressured to be managed towards sustainability, and to nurture long-term compromises in their relation with publics and stakeholders. Managing organizations sustainably obviously pressures HRM, as the HR are the fundamental internal public of any sustainable organization. This study follows the individual level of analysis, and aims to explore an answer to the question: How to predict employee motivation in organizations embedded in adverse contexts?

The paper has three main sections: (1) Theory Review – in this section we will make a revision regarding the main theoretical trends that support the research question. We will start by discussing the role of Human Resource Management in the context of current economic and market pressures, and will move on to the subject of employee motivation to justify the relevance of our research question; (2) Method – in this section we will present the sample and procedure followed to provide empirical support to our research question, the measures and all the statistical procedures developed; (3) Results – in this section, we will present the results of our study, and explain their content and its bearing; (4) Discussion and Conclusion – in this section, we will provide a reflection regarding the bearing of our research and its implications for Theory and Practice.


2.1 Human Resource Management and market pressures in perspective

Market dynamics have always pressured organizations to know how to be empowered to deal with the complexity and challenges portraying the environments where they are embedded (Becker & Gerhart, 1996; Ulrich, 1998). As such, managers and academics have always been concerned with identifying viable management areas to promote organizational performance. One of these areas is HRM, which is concerned with “effectively using the assets of..."
The idea surrounding sustainability is widely related with the triple-bottom-line strategic guidance to organizational management, usually visible in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs. The adoption of CSR programs is a way for organizations to become actively engaged in sustainable development (Carroll & Shabana, 2010), as it refers to “meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p.8).

Although sustainability is not a new subject in management, its extension to HRM issues is scarce (Thom & Zaugg, 2004). According to Ehner (2006), the idea over sustainability in HRM relates with the HR professionals’ decision-making permanent tension between short-termed contributes to the organization and long-term organizational viability. This means that in the current economic context, HRM must be able to have a set of HRM practices bringing visible benefits to the organization (eg.: Wright & Snell, 2005; Ehner, 2009), such as, for instance, the ability to: act efficiently towards the problem of attracting highly qualified and talented HR (eg.: Gomes & Neves, 2011); develop training programs carrying high transfer abilities to work locations (eg.: Carbery & Garavan, 2005). As such, nowadays, HR managers are highly pressured to provide a strong contribute to the organization, based on the functions that relate to the way how the workers are attracted, managed, developed, appraised and maintained in the organization with high effectiveness levels.

According to this reasoning, the key-issue of sustainable HRM is to have efficient HR practices today in order to collect strategic differentiation tomorrow. The consequences of not doing so may range from lack of market share to downsizings or bankrupt scenarios. Following Ehner’s (2006) line of reasoning, one of the critical questions the literature linking sustainability and HRM asks is: how can HR executives manage future supply with qualified and motivated human resources? The question is of valuable importance, as the current economic scenario has brought increased visibility to the issue, notably, over the importance of the employee-organization relationship in adverse contexts, where organizations deal with extreme uncertainty. Delivering an answer to the question is thus, of high
academic and practical level. Motivation is a critical element of this employee-organization relationship due to its nature and its content, and delivers a strong input over the way how organizations deal with the “survival rule”.

2.2 Employee Motivation in perspective

Employee motivation is a long-lasting research subject on HRM and organizational psychology’s remits of investigation. The attention surrounding the topic has presumably started in the 30’s, and based on the first entrepreneurs’ tacit findings that motivated employees are more productive ones. Since then, the knowledge concerning employee motivation has met several kinds of explanations and models. Currently, what we know about motivation invites us to consider it as the result of an interaction between the individual (eg.: values, beliefs, attributes) and a specific situation (eg.: context influences).

By definition, it refers to the desire to adopt high levels of personal effort justified by the achievement of organizational objectives, leading these efforts to the satisfaction of a particular individual need (eg.: Turner, 1995; Stipek, 1996). In this sense, motivation involves a set of three essential elements combining: (1) the effort or intensity of a certain impulse; (2) a specific need that will justify the effort; (3) an objective, or a particular purpose to be achieved (Scholl, 2002; Neves, 2002; Pina e Cunha, Rego, Campos e Cunha, Cabral-Cardoso, Marques & Gomes, 2010). According to these elements, it’s very easy to conceive why did this construct became prominent in HRM and organizational psychology literatures, namely, in what regards its relation to productivity (eg.: Mehta, Dubinsky & Anderson, 2003; Davis & Newstrom, 2004; Silverman, 2006; Kellerman, 2007). A retrospective analysis regarding the scientific study of motivation reveals a very rich field of research, built upon different Motivational Models, which provided answers regarding structural questions about motivation.

These models can be grouped following a Motivational Model’s Taxonomy, based on the content criteria of the different studies concerning the subject: (1)Need-based - centered on the focus of motivation; (2)Process-based – centered on how the motivation is expressed; (3)Result-based - centered on the why of the motivation(Neves, 2011; Pina e Cunha, Rego, Campos e Cunha & Cabral-Cardoso, 2007). This taxonomy integrates general theories of motivation, but also organizational rooted theories, which are very focused on the explanation of the antecedents, mediators and moderators of employee motivation, and also its consequents. When the elements of these different proposals are in consideration, we become acquainted with different perspectives, shedding light on dissimilar, yet complementary aspects of the study of employee motivation, which can be analysed under three main criteria: its focus; their contributors; their predictors. (Note 1)

Regarding the focus, the need-based theories globally devote themselves to the analysis of the motives of human behaviour in organizations. These perspectives about motivation follow the assumption that employees have internal needs that represent a certain degree of energy towards behaviour (Neves, 2011). For this reason in particular, need-based theories usually place strong importance in the understanding of the employees’ internal states. Among the most significant need-based theories, we can underline the Herzberg’s Bi-factorial Theory (1966) and the Hackman and Oldham’s Job Characteristics Model (1976).

The first one is a theoretical proposal that globally says that employee’s motivations are regulated by two fundamental needs: (1) motivational factors/needs (intrinsic) – achievement, recognition for accomplishment, challenging work, increase responsibility, growth and development.; (2) hygienic factors/ needs (extrinsic) – policies and administration, supervision, working conditions, interpersonal relations, money, status, and security. When these factors are attended, they are able to induce productivity and positive work attitudes. Consequently, the Bi-factorial Theory has made a solid contribute regarding the identification of motivation and satisfaction predictors, which influenced subsequent approaches, such as the Job Characteristics Model(JCM) (Hackman and Oldham, 1976).

JCM is a very comprehensive model concerning how the jobs are structured, defining that there are three psychological states that explain motivation, satisfaction or performance (in addition, other studies seem to confirm similar properties in results as commitment (Bhuian, Al-Shammari & Jefri, 2001; Bhuian & Mengue, 2002) or the attractiveness of the organization (Gomes & Neves, 2010)). Essentially, the proposal contemplates the existence of five essential characteristics that structure the jobs: autonomy, feedback, skill variety, task identity, task significance. These characteristics will activate the following psychological states: (1) meaningfulness of work - arises from the variety, significance and identity of the task - and refers to the experience of the perceived meaning of work for the developer; (2) responsibility of the work – comes from autonomy - and refers to the experience of perceived responsibility in the performance of the function for the developer; (3) knowledge of outcomes – comes from feedback - and refers to the perceived experience that feedback inherent to the performance of the function provides to the developer. These different psychological states explain the motivation.
From the point of view of their **contribution**, these need-based perspectives brought an important comprehension about the motivating properties inherent to the jobs, by establishing associations between job characteristics and motivation (ex.: Hackman & Oldham, 1980). They have also contributed to clarify that the creation of desirable effects regarding employee’s responses may come from the work itself (Pina e Cunha, et al., 2007). In addition, they have brought important insights regarding some practical applications, normally associated with setting rules for job design(ex.: Ganster & Dodd, 1996; Boonzaier, Ficker & Rust, 2000).

From the point of view of the **predictors** of motivation, the content perspective suggests that factors relating to working conditions, with the characteristics of the job, the safety of the work post, or benefits of the function are valid elements for determining employee motivation (eg. Hackman & Oldham, 1980; Hersey & Blanchard, 1986; Houkes, Janssen, de Jonge & Nijhuis, 2001; Parker, Wall & Cordery, 2001; Houkes, 2002). So, these perspectives suggest very clearly that the job characteristics and the structure of jobs may have properties that activate the employee’s motivation, which emphasizes the importance of the individual-job relation for this purpose.

Concerning the process-based theories, from its **focus** point of view, they seek to understand and to systematize the regularities of motives and the fundamental needs that constitute the energy that grounds the behaviour (Neves, 2011). It assumes that there are individual differences that constrain the development of motivation, accepting that not all employees are motivated by the same way. In this sense, these perspectives seek to understand the structure of the fundamental processes, according to which, the motivation is developed (Pina e Cunha, et al., 2007). Its focus is on the motivational process and in the factors that influence it. As such, this process is usually investigated using additive and/or multiplicative models, aiming to understand the mediational and/or moderation effects that structure or affect the motivational processes.

From the point of view of its **contribution**, these process-based perspectives brought an important reading of motivation as a result of the individual-organization relation (eg.: Tremblay, Sire & Balkin, 2000). They have also contributed to clarify the prediction of motivation that results from the inter-individual’s comparison, notably with respect to ratios that are established and compared, between inputs and outputs. As such, process-based theories have established that motivation has a larger set of predictors, namely, the ones that relate to the quality of the individual-organization’s relation.

One of the most fluent process-based motivational perspectives refers to the **Equity Theory** (ET) (Adams, 1965), whose orientations gave the foundations of research in organizational justice (eg.: Thibaut and Walker, 1975; Colquitt, Conlon, Porter & Ng, 2001). The ET states that employees experience discrepancies when comparing their gains and their efforts with gains and efforts of the others employees in reference (Neves, 2011; Pina e Cunha, et al., 2007). Equity comes from this comparison and the evaluation of inputs and outputs of individuals in comparison. One of the strongest consequences of equity in organizations is employee motivation. Another interesting process-based motivational theory is the Expectancy Theory (Vroom, 1964). The proposal has a cognitive vision about motivation, assuming that each person is a rational decider about the effort that is willing to deliver in a work situation. In organizational contexts, the theory is based on the idea that employees believe there are relationships between the work efforts, the performance that they can achieve resulting from those efforts, and the compensations they may receive as a natural consequence of their efforts and performance (Lunenburg, 2011). The individual establishes a cognitive reasoning regarding the **expectation of the results** (relation between efforts and outcome), **the valence** (appreciation about what the organization offers) and **instrumentality** (need-level performance to achieve desired result). In sum, this perspective about motivation depends on the assurance of the conditionsthat were described above. Consequently, motivation results from the following multiplicative equation: **motivation = f** (expectancy x instrumentality x valence) (Neves, 2011; Lunenburg, 2011).

From the point of view of the **predictors** of motivation, the process-based motivational perspectives seem to reinforce the prediction of motivation using job determinants. From a critical viewpoint, the job factors appear to have some prevalence in explaining employee’s motivation. However, the process-base perspective also points evidences that invite to consider the importance of the quality of the individual-organization relation. Thus, the employee’s self-efficacy perception, the compensation provided by the organization in accordance with the employee’s efforts, as well as organizational justice perceptions, the enrichment of skills and organizational policies, seem to be valid employee’s motivation predictors (eg.: Lawler, 1994; Shore & Shore, 1995; Darolia, Darolia & Kumari, 2010).

Complementarily, the importance of the individual - organization relation in the prediction of motivation is reinforced by two alternative perspectives: the Social Exchange and the Psychological Contract (Aselage & Eisenberg, 2003). The first one is a psychological and sociological driven perspective, which globally states that human relationships are based upon a cost-benefit analysis, viewing behaviour as a result anequitable exchange.
process (Emerson, 1962). In organizational contexts, when the costs and benefits are balanced in the individual-organizational relationship, then that relationship is equitable. As such, employee motivation may be seen as a result of the quality of the exchange results the organization provides to the individual, reinforcing the relevance of the individual-organization relation for predicting motivation.

As for the Psychological Contract perspective, it relates to the dynamical relationship regarding the informal obligations between an organization and its employees, having the ability to affect employee’s behaviour (Rousseau, 1995; Coyle-Shapiro, J., 2002). Regarding its content, it involves the employee’s beliefs concerning the nature of the reciprocal and dynamic obligations maintained in the employee-organization relationship (Shore & Tetrick, 1994). Therefore, having the psychological contract perspective in mind, it’s quite easy to conceive motivation as a natural occurring result of the employee-organization positive dynamical relationship. With effect, both the social exchange and the psychological contract perspectives are quite pertinent when discussing some empirical findings pointing for the importance of the organizational-employee relationship (the perceived support-motivation positive association (eg.: Aselage & Eisenberg, 2003); the quality of affiliation between individual and organization - affective organizational commitment-motivation positive association (eg.: Eby, Freeman, Rush & Lance, 1999); the working environments perspective: the organizational climate-motivation positive association (eg.: Mahal, 2009)).

An integrated analysis of all the above mentioned theoretical perspectives seems to suggest that the job-related and organizational-related factors are valid predictors of motivation. An argument worthy of mentioning refers to the fact that existing knowledge on employee’s motivation prediction is solid, when properly considered the consistency of available empirical evidences. However, an important element deserving consideration refers to the fact that these evidences were globally anchored in growing-based economical contexts, which have different characteristics than the ones characterizing the current cost-cutting economical contexts with high pressure for sustainable HRM practices. In this sense, we believe to be of added-value to explore if these perspectives are up-to-date when considering the austerity impositions in current organizational scenarios. So, an interesting way of evaluating this issue in particular should be about establishing a comparison between the most commonly referred employee’s motivation predictors arising from existing literature regarding their nature: (1) the job-employee relationship; (2) the organizational-employee relationship. Thus, we consider relevant to perform an exploratory analysis aiming to evaluate the compared importance of job-related and organizational-related predictors of employee motivation. To do so, will bring an interesting academic contribution of this paper to existing research. Consequently, the first exploratory hypothesis that comes from the discussion that was presented is: What is the nature of the predictors that better explain employee's motivation in current adverse contexts?

In addition, we have considered that explaining employee’s motivation through simple and direct relations (as the ones firstly proposed) is surely a restrictive way of understanding the deepness of the indicator. As mentioned earlier, motivation can be explained by a generous variety of approaches. As such, one that immediately occurred in order to gain added understanding of this issue is exploring in what way may employee’s motivation be explained using an additive/process-based approach, that is to say, assuming that employee’s motivation may be the result of a distal process, explained by the influence of mediator variables. In accordance with this reasoning, two additional exploratory questions were posited: May employee motivation be explained by a process-based model? In such case, which factors intervene in the employee’s motivational process?

3. Method
3.1 Sample and Procedure

This convenience sample integrates 110 employees from 15 stores of an organization from a sector of a clothing brand. The sample consists mostly of female participants (72.4%), aged mainly between 26-30 years (54%). Regarding antiquity in the organization, 32% of the participants are working with the organization for less than 2 years and 24% between 2 and 10 years. Each participant received a survey integrating the measures of the study variables. The instructions informed them that they were participating in a survey whose aim was to understand what they most valued in an organization. The construction of the questionnaire obeyed to several criteria in order to minimize and control the impact of potential systematic errors according to Podsakoff, Mackenzie, Lee and Podsakoff’s (2003) suggestions.

Regarding the procedure, the Human Resources Management Central Services sent a copy of the instrument to a manager of each store to ensure the application and collection of the data. Each store manager has guaranteed an adequate space for the data collecting, and assured that the participants understood what was asked when filling the survey. In addition, all the instructions regarding the filling of the questionnaire and the purpose of the study were also written on the cover of the instrument’s sheet.
3.2 Measures

Unless otherwise indicated, the items were measured using a seven-point scale ranging from 1=Strongly Disagree to 7=Strongly Agree.

Affective Organizational Commitment: Defined as “the emotional connection, and of identification and involvement” established between employees and the organization (Meyer & Allen 1997, p. 11). We’ve adapted Allen and Meyer’s (1996) scale to measure organization affective commitment. The scale consists of six items (eg.: “I do not feel a great meaning in belonging to this organization”).

Procedural Justice: Defined as the “fairness of the procedures used on determination of the rewards received by employees” (Caetano & Vala, 1999, p.76). The indicator used was based on Caetano and Vala (1999) for measuring this variable. The scale consists of four items (eg.: “The way that supervision makes decisions about work in my service is fair”).

Perceived Organizational Support: Defined as an employee's perception about the support and the concern of the organization about itself and its well-being in their work context (Allen, Shore & Griffeth, 2003). Perceived support was assessed using a reduced scale of three items adapted from Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchinson, and Sowa (1986) (eg “This organization considers the results of my work”).

Motivation: To measure motivation with the organization we’ve adapted Patchen’s (1970) scale, consisting of four items (eg.: “I am very motivated to work in this organization”).

Job Characteristics: Ten items from Hackman and Oldham (1976) Job Characteristics Model were used to measure job characteristics. Two items were used to measure autonomy, feedback, task variety, task identity and task significance. Items include: “This job would allow strong autonomy and independence in the organization of activities to perform”, “The impact of my work requires learning new techniques over the years”. A five-points Likert scale was used to measure all the Job Characteristics variables ranging from 1=Strongly Disagree to 5=Strongly Agree

4. Results

To ensure the reliability of the measurements, it was used as reference the Cronbach's Alpha coefficient, assuming as criteria for the construction of composite variable values equal or superior 0.70 (Nunnally, 1978). We have also tested for the robustness of data errors introduced by the common method variance. For that, we’ve applied the Harman Test. According to the propositions of the test, if a significant amount of common method bias exists in data, then a factor analysis (unrotated solution) of all the variables is expected to give rise to a single factor accounting for the large majority of the variance (Podsakoff, Mackenzie, Lee & Podsakoff, 2003). Our results revealed that the data are in fact robust to such errors.

Table 1 shows the correlation matrix as well as the means, standard deviations, inter-item correlations, and reliabilities for all variables. The multi-item scale reliabilities were all very good and the inter-item correlations (for variables composed with only two items) all correlated at p ≤.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Autonomy</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Skill variety</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.368</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Feedback</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.201</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Task meaning</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>.503</td>
<td>.289</td>
<td>.372</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Task identity</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.370</td>
<td>.633</td>
<td>.204</td>
<td>.382</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Organizational support</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>.174</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.534</td>
<td>.213</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Procedural Justice</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>.098</td>
<td>.206</td>
<td>.449</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.123</td>
<td>.614</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Affective commitment</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>.271</td>
<td>.199</td>
<td>.254</td>
<td>.340</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td>.372</td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** All variables correlated to p ≤ .01 / * All variables correlated to p ≤ .05
Results shown above revealed that under the point of view of the variables expressing the relation job-employee relation, only the task feedback \( r = .39 \) is significantly and positively associated with motivation. None of the other variables related to job characteristics showed a similar association. In contrast, regarding the set of variables that expressing the organization-employee relation, they have all expressed positive and significant association with motivation. We would like to stress out the relation with procedural justice \( r = .699 \) and organizational support \( r = .689 \) as the strongest ones.

According to these results, the quality of the organization-employee relation seems to be more important than the quality of the job-employee relation to explain employee’s motivation. As such, we became interested in evaluating the relative importance of each factor regarding their motivation prediction’s abilities. So, in order to quantify and to understand the magnitude of these relations, we proceeded to an analysis of the compared importance of the variables significantly correlated with motivation through the use of Regressions Method. Regarding the procedure, we have loaded into a single regression all composite variables that showed significant and positive association with motivation. Through this procedure it is possible to identify which job-employee and organization-employee factors are the most important predictors of motivation. In addition, it also enables to control eventual spurious effects from the relation between the variables, not accessible in the previous correlation analyzes. Table 2 shows the procedure described above.

Table 2. Evaluation of the compared importance of the predictive factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-standard coefficients</th>
<th>Standard coefficients</th>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Collinearity statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Err</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Feedback</td>
<td>-.013</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>-.011</td>
<td>-.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Support</td>
<td>.364</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>.423</td>
<td>4.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural Justice</td>
<td>.369</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.449</td>
<td>5.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective commitment</td>
<td>-.018</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>-.017</td>
<td>-.238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dependent variable: Motivation

Results showed that once the influence of the variables between each other was controlled, only the organizational support \( \beta = .423; p < .01 \) and procedural justice \( \beta = .449; p < .01 \) variables remained in a significant relation with motivation. It is also possible to see that affective organizational commitment \( \beta = -.017; p > .05 \) and task feedback \( \beta = -.011; p > .05 \) had no significant relation with motivation, not having significant predictive capacity. These results seem to indicate that participants give value to the degree and type of accompaniment that the organization provides and dedicates as well as the fairness of the procedures that applies in their management. The way how the organization shows dedication, accompaniment and concern regarding the employees, as well as the way it stimulates fairness procedures that arise from work situations seem to be important to determine their motivation.

Regarding this study’s first hypothesis, these results seem to indicate that motivation is better explained from the quality of the organization-employee relation, relegating to second place the job-employee relation. As such, the nature of the predictors that better explain employee’s motivation in current adverse contexts seem to be the organizational ones. Once this first exploratory hypothesis became clearer, we’ve immediately turned our attention towards the interest of understanding if employee’s motivation results from an indirect relation, and with it, answering to this study’s second hypothesis.

Based on our previous results, we’ve proposed that the factors intervening in the employee’s motivational process would be the ones that previously shown to have good predictive abilities over motivation (organizational-employee
variables: organizational support; procedural justice). Along with this reasoning, based on the psychological contract and the social exchange theory perspectives, we believe that whenever organizations foster fair procedures, employees will naturally feel supported and this may explain their motivation. As such, organizational support (mediator variable) should be the result of perceived organizational justice (predictor variable), and this process will predict employee's motivation (dependant variable). This proposal will allow testing the study’s third hypothesis.

We followed Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure (Note 2) to test this mediation hypothesis. First, we verified that organizational support and procedural justice (step one) were positively related ($\beta=0.614; p<0.01$) and procedural justice and motivation (step two) were also positively related ($\beta=0.766; p<0.01; R^2 \text{ Adjust.}=0.582$). When controlling organizational support (model 2; table 3) in the relation between procedural justice and motivation (step three), the effect of procedural on motivation became weaker ($\beta=0.599; p < 0.001; \beta=0.599/ p < 0.001$), and the effect of organizational support on motivation was positive and significant ($\beta=0.258; p<0.01; R^2 \text{ Adjust.}=0.627$) (Model 1 - Model 2: Sig. F Change = 0.002). Table 3 shows the results of the above mentioned procedure and hypothesis.

Table 3. Mediation analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dependent Variable: Motivation

Based on these results, there is evidence of a partial and significant mediation effect, seeming that fairness procedures have strong and direct predictive abilities over motivation. In addition, results suggest that when the workers recognize fairness in the organization’s procedures, they feel stronger support from the organization and this has the ability to motivate them. In addition, we’ve also tested these results using SOBEL Test (Sobel, 1982). This is a very insightful test to understand mediation results as it accesses the indirect effects in a more direct way, as it is based on the following equation: $z\text{-value} = a \times b / \sqrt{b^2 \times s_a^2 + a^2 \times s_b^2}$. The Sobel test statistic results were: $z=6.32963797$ (One-tailed and Two-tailed probability: $p=0.000$), confirming the existence of the mediation effect. These results provide answer to the study’s second and third hypothesis.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Organizations in current global economic scenarios are highly pressured to be competitive in the way how innovation or change is performed, business opportunities are identified or how human resources management is developed. The issue of competitiveness in management has always been fundamental, but has gained new grounds, especially in the Euro Zone, for the past few years. When the European Economic crisis came, organizations were rapidly faced with serious business and management conditions, forcing them to make management decisions in order to maintain their viability in a market scenario where the “survival rule” is exceedingly visible. This issue has gained added visibility and interest in a time when sustainability is viewed as a strategic focus of competitive organizations.

As the employees are included in the ways how organizations manage their relationships with markets, we have focused our attention to the role of HRM in this highly constrained economic scenario, as it’s a management area able to bring strategic differentiation (eg.: Baron & Armstrong, 2007). One of the nuclear HR indicators is employee motivation, due to its association with productivity and performance (eg.: Simms, 2007). As such, in a time where organizations are heavily pressured to be sustainable, competitive and effective, it’s very up-to-date to understand how can organizations motivate their employees when uncertainty is a key characteristic of current adverse business contexts. We believe that addressing these issues would be of esteemed academic value. Based on this reasoning, we’ve proposed to explore an answer to the following research question: How to predict employee motivation in organizations embedded in adverse contexts?

Based on our literature revision, notably, on need-based and process-based motivational theories, as well as the psychological contract and social exchange perspectives, we have considered that both the job-employee and the organization-employee relations are important predictors of employee motivation. Through this simple conclusion, it
Regarding the first exploratory purpose, the reading of our conclusions has invited us to consider that, contrarily to what seemed to emerge from existing literature, the organization-employee relation was the most important for employee motivation prediction. We believe that this result is interesting to analyze in particular. Although it’s consistent with the perspectives based on determining motivation through the organizational-employee relation, it ends up rejecting the importance that has been attributed by several theoretical perspectives to the importance of job-related factors for employee’s motivation purposes. As such, our results seem to be carrying signs that invite not to consider the structure of the functions as a source of motivation. Instead, it seems that the way how organizations attend the employees and how the work procedures are based on justice criteria is critical for determining employee’s motivation (much in line, with the social exchange and psychological contract perspectives of motivation).

In addition, and regarding our second exploratory purpose, we have tried to understand employee’s motivation in an additive/process-based approach, in order to gain added comprehension regarding this issue in particular. Our results have evidenced a meditational effect of perceived support in the relation between organizational procedural justice and employee motivation. These results suggest that the recognition of fairness procedures in the way how organizations manage their human resources leads to perceived support, which explains motivation. Although, from our data, it’s not possible to establish causality between outcomes and the adverse economic environments, it’s interesting to read these indicators in several levels: theoretical, empirical and practical.

At a theoretical level, we’ve tried to systematize and bring together a theoretical analysis of a set of contributions of various approaches regarding employee’s motivation, and their prediction. Accordingly, we have established a comparative analysis integrating the contribution of process-based, need-based, and also, using the psychological contract and the social exchange perspectives applied to motivation’s remit of analysis. We have added the issue of to today’s economic and financial reality, and have discussed the influence it can bring to the way how human resources management is performed in organizations under an adverse economic scenario, and in what way this may influence employee’s motivation.

Empirically, we would like to emphasize that our methodological and empirical procedure were carefully considered under the exploratory purposes around the study. It is important to underline that several methodological procedures were carefully taken into consideration in order to assure the validity of our data and results, namely, the control of the error variance of the common method, by the testing of Harman. The results obtained during this study have allowed us to compare the importance of predictors of the job-employee and organization-employee relation with motivation. The results have evidenced the prevalence of organization-employee relation regarding employee’s motivation.

At a practical level, our results seem to support that the job design and the solution of re-structuring functions seems to have no effects on employee’s motivation in organizations working in adverse economic environments. It seems to be more crucial that organizations invest their time in finding correct ways of showing attention and have fairness management procedures regarding the way how employees are managed. This seems to be an effective employees’ motivational strategy to be followed by managers. It seems important that human resource managers are aware that the way how the organization communicates that it is committed to employees and is concerned about having fair work procedures has strong motivation effects. This may very well imply that that internal communication should be considered on a global HR strategy for the purpose of employee’s motivation. A good coordination between internal communication and HR professionals appears to constitute a solid line of action. Internal Communication professionals, should develop procedures based on the development of the parameter of the role (axes of cohesion and confront) (see Henriet and Boneu (1990) for additional information regarding the content of the internal communication axis) of employees in the organization, as it seems to be the most appropriate area of development.

The reading of these indications and final considerations should be made with a proper understanding of its limitations, as well as a set of recommendations regarding prospective research following similar purposes. The first limitation that we would like to stress out related with the fact that our model of analysis is recursive, as it was theoretically established. As such, the directionality between variables that we’ve presented were theoretically driven, and tested using a correlation design, which impedes assuming causality. As such, we believe that a longitudinal
character model would allow resolving the issues related to the causal effects of financial and economic crisis regarding the relation between employee’s motivation predictors.

We also believe that future research should follow in a deeper way the fundamentals arising from the Social Change and the Psychological Contract perspectives. They have showed strong applicability to understand employee’s motivation using organizational-employee predictors in organizations currently working in strongly constrained economic realities. Additionally and especially based on the empirical grounds of our study, we think that a confirmatory study using the same purposes of analysis that we’ve carried out is surely welcomed. A very interesting complementary model of analysis regarding this study would be of testing the existence of a moderating effect of economic crisis perception over the mediational effect of perceived support in the relation between procedural justice and employee’s motivation. This would be an empirically rich study, as it would be based on a testing a moderated-mediation effect (Note 3) which is unusual in business and management studies.
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Note 1. Due to a parsimony principle of critical analysis, and to the purposes of this study in particular, the analysis of the literature review will only consider the need-base and the process-based perspectives concerning the study of motivation using the above mentioned Motivational Model’s Taxonomy.

Note 2. All previous tests for validating the following regression models were fulfilled, namely: linearity of the study phenomenon; randomized residual variables with null expected value; inexistence of multicolinearity; homocedasticity; normal distribution of the randomized variables; independency of the residual randomized variables.

Note 3. please see Preacher, Rucher and Hayes (2007) for additional information regarding the expected effects of a moderated-mediation model.